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This text profiles the late African American leader, providing a startling picture of the life of the

controversial and important historical figure.
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Book Review Malcolm X "by any means neccesary" By: Walter Dean Myers Reviewed by Mustafe

Mohamed. Malcolm X was one of the most devoted men who ever walked on earth. From street

wise thug to a civil rights leader he had changed hatred into love. The book Malcolm X `by any

means neccesary" written by Walter Dean Myers pushes you to your main objective in life. Malcolm

X as known by many was a role model for all mankind. Growing up wasn't a teenagers typical day

for Malcolm.Day to day as he went outside to the world he would see hatred in the eyes of his

brothers. As a child Malcolm experienced the life of violence, racism, and segregation. Everything

that surrounded him was hate and struggle and that's way he became a street wise hustler. As time

traveled so would he. Getting wiser was part of growing up.Malcolm at age fourteen realize that he

wanted to be someone successful in life. During his life Malcolm also realized that knowledge

created hate and truth created violence. The author attempts and successfully shows how one

person can change and impact a world just in a matter of time. by the time of his tragic murder in

1965, Malcolm was world famous as the "angriest black man in America," why, because he strived



to end racism and segregation amongst the human race. Malcolm unlike many other men brought

new hope and self-respect. Unlike other Authors, Walter dean Myers introduces a strong character

who's life will impact you all throughout your life. This book opened up my mind to many questions,

taught me not to always swallow what is dished( in terms of KNOWLEDGE). This is one book that

you won't put down once you've started, this book also attempts to answer any questions about the

struggle of life just by looking at the life and work of Malcolm X.

Evaluation: This is a wonderfully written biography of an influential African American, Malcolm X.

Beginning with his birth in 1925 and ending with his assassination in 1965, Walter Dean Myers

describes the trials and tribulations of one of America's radical African American leaders. The book

details the many differences between Malcolm X and Martin Luther King. Though both men aimed

to lift the African American people from their second class citizenship, Martin Luther King believed in

a nonviolent approach. On the other hand, Malcolm X believed that the African American community

needed to revolt. "Revolution is bloody, revolution is hostile, revolution knows no compromise,

revolution overturns and destroys everything that gets in its way" (p. 107). These were Malcolm X's

words as he described his belief that no African American solution could possibly involve fitting into

a white society. Students will enjoy reading this biography. They will come to learn about a

controversial figure in America. Several photographs and illustrations will help to entice even the

most reluctant of readers.

This is a book about Malcolm X and what he has accomplished in his life. This book tells how he

inherited the name Malcolm X. It tells about all his encounters with other famous leaders including

Martin Luther King JR., Elijah Muhammad, and others. This book tells about his family, how he

became an Islam ruler, and what he did to try to make the world a better place. I recommend this

book to any readers interested in the life of Malcolm X or readers that are just interested in a good

biography.

"I have a dream..." were the famous first words of the great Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s speech at

the Washington Street March. Many people have studied these words as the words of the most

prominent black civil rights leader, but few have studied the words of the great Malcolm X. Malcolm

X was a lesser known civil rights activist and leader. He was very controversial in his time, but few

will argue that he is one of the smartest, most passionate men in history. This book takes you

through Malcolm's childhood in Nebraska, his teenage years as a drug dealer on the streets of



Harlem, and finally his adulthood, fighting for his rights as a great Islamic, black leader.Walter Dean

Myers does an excellent job of putting aside his feelings of Malcolm X and letting form your own

opinion of him. Myers comes up with facts and not more so you can do this. He paints a clear

portrait of Malcolm's entire life and work for young adult to adult readers. I personally enjoy the way

that Myers is very straight forward in his writing but somehow adds a touch of suspense into the

facts. "Malcolm was taking a dangerous course, and he knew it...if someone wanted to harm him, it

could still happen. The word on the streets of Harlem was somber. Malcolm, it was said, was

marked for death." p. 165. This is just one example of the suspenseful tone Myers uses to keep you

turning pages. Myers writes about Malcolm as though he had known him personally and knows

what times were like for him. At many points throughout the story, you feel as though you are there

with Malcolm in Mecca or watching through the window as the assassination takes place. Myers

keeps you into the story and wanting more and even wishing you had been able to meet the great

Malcolm X first hand.After reading this book, I think that Malcolm X's biography should be more

commonly used name in places of learning. Malcolm X should be studied along with Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. so that people don't only see one side of the civil rights movement. Though Malcolm

is often misjudged or interpreted, he should be remembered as a great fighter who believed in

equality and justice for all.

My son and I discussed the civil rights movement at length and when his teacher wanted the class

to do a report on a civil rights activist, I wanted him to go beyond the standard MLK. So since he is a

mature 12yr old, I read the other reviews and took a chance on introducing him to the more complex

character of Malcolm X. My son is not a big reader but this one he couldn't put down. It also gave us

alot to talk about in ref to evolving as a person. Changing opinions and positions and what are the

costs involved with that. I strongly recommend this book.
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